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Neural Mechanisms for Discounting Head-Roll-Induced
Retinal Motion
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An extensive series of physiological studies in macaques shows the existence of neurons in three multisensory cortical regions, dorsal
medial superior temporal area (MSTd), ventral intraparietal area (VIP), and visual posterior sylvian area (VPS), that are tuned for
direction of self-motion in both visual and vestibular modalities. Some neurons have congruent direction preferences, suggesting inte-
gration of signals for optimum encoding of self-motion trajectory; others have opposite preferences and could be used for discounting
retinal motion that arises from perceptually irrelevant head motion. Whether such a system exists in humans is unknown. Here, artificial
vestibular stimulation was administered to human participants during fMRI scanning in conjunction with carefully calibrated visual
stimulation that emulated either congruent or opposite stimulation conditions. Direction and speed varied sinusoidally, such that the two
conditions contained identical vestibular stimulation and identical retinal stimulation, differing only in the relative phase of the two
components. In human MST and putative VIP, multivoxel pattern analysis permitted classification of stimulus phase based on fMRI
time-series data, consistent with the existence of separate neuron populations responsive to congruent and opposite cue combinations.
Decoding was also possible in the vicinity of parieto-insular vestibular cortex, possibly in a homolog of macaque VPS.
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Introduction
Moving successfully through the environment requires the inte-
gration of visual and vestibular information. These senses pro-
vide primary sources of information for determining our own
inertia and (in the case of vision) the movement of objects in the
environment. However, natural movements of the head during
self-motion result in optic flow that confounds both visual head-
ing perception and detection of object motion. Multisensory in-
tegration potentially provides a means by which irrelevant retinal
motion arising from the movement of the body, eyes, and head
can be discounted from retinal motion that occurs as a result of
either self-translation or movement of external objects.

Physiological studies of the integration of visual and vestibular
cues have implicated macaque dorsal medial superior temporal
area (MSTd; Gu et al., 2006) and ventral intraparietal area (VIP;
Chen et al., 2011a; for review, see Fetsch et al., 2013). In these
cortical regions, some neurons have congruent visual–vestibular
preferences for direction of translation (heading) and others, in
similar numbers, have opposite preferences. A third region, the
visual posterior sylvian area (VPS), has many neurons with op-
posite preferences, although few with congruent preferences

(Chen et al., 2011b). Neurons with congruent and opposite pref-
erences may serve to strengthen the perception of heading and to
discount optic flow that arises from head-motion, respectively.
During rotational motion, VIP shows similar proportions of neu-
rons with opposite and congruent visual–vestibular preference
(Chen et al., 2011a), but MSTd shows a marked predominance of
neurons with opposite preferences (Takahashi et al., 2007). This
predominance might suggest that rotational vestibular cues re-
sulting from head motion are encoded in MSTd primarily for the
purpose of distinguishing relevant external motion from irrele-
vant self-motion. Whole-field visual flow can be used for this
purpose but the additional use of vestibular cues might increase
precision and also potentially disambiguates head rotation from
large rotating objects.

In human neuroimaging studies, several cortical regions show
specificity for optic flow, including a region known as human
MST (hMST), which may include a homologous region to ma-
caque MSTd. The cingulate sulcus visual area (CSv) and a region
in intraparietal cortex that has some characteristics in common
with macaque VIP (putative human VIP; pVIP), have been
shown to favor optic flow that reflects self-motion over flow that
does not (Wall and Smith, 2008; Cardin and Smith, 2010). hMST
and CSv have also been found to respond to vestibular stimula-
tion (Smith et al., 2012). Whether any of these areas contain
neurons capable of disambiguating relevant and irrelevant visual
cues by the use of opposite visual–vestibular preferences is un-
known.

Standard artificial methods of inducing vestibular sensation
in a scanner environment result in visual sensations that are
inconsistent with natural visual–vestibular cue combinations,
making meaningful study of visual–vestibular interactions very
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difficult. Using psychophysics, we were
able to emulate cue combinations com-
patible with natural head roll by using vi-
sual stimuli that were tailored to match
the measured sensation of head roll in-
duced by galvanic vestibular stimulation
(GVS). We then used multivariate pattern
analysis to determine whether distinct
populations of congruent and opposite
neurons exist in human cortical regions
that are known to be involved in multi-
sensory processing.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Seven healthy participants (5
female, median age 20 years) took part. They
were screened according to standard proce-
dures and gave informed consent. The study
was approved by the relevant local ethics
committee.

Stimuli. During GVS, sinusoidal waveforms
were used to generate vestibular stimulation
with an isolated bipolar constant-current stim-
ulator (DS5, Digitimer) located in the scanner
control room. Stimulation was delivered via
shielded cables that were passed through
appropriate RF filters into the MRI examina-
tion room. Nonmetallic electrodes (Skintact
F-WA00, Leonhard Lang) were placed over the
mastoid bone just behind each ear. A sinusoi-
dal alternating current (1 Hz, �3 mA) passed
between the two electrodes, activating the cra-
nial nerves connecting the vestibular organs to
the brainstem. This induced a perception of
head roll (rotation, R, about the anterior–pos-
terior head axis). The magnitude (excursion, in
degrees) of perceived roll induced by vestibular
activation is referred to here as Rvest. GVS also
induces a vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) with a
dominant torsional component, Rvor. This causes
rotation of the image on the retina (Rret_vor),
which is equal in magnitude but opposite in di-
rection to Rvor and affects visual cues to head roll.

Visual stimuli were presented to the partic-
ipant via a NordicNeuroLaboratory Visual-
System. This is an optical goggle system,
chosen because it allowed the surroundings
(scanner bore, etc.) to be completely occluded,
by the lens hoods. The system included an IR
video camera (60 Hz) for monitoring eye movements. The IR image was
processed with software (Arrington) that could detect cyclotorsional eye
rotation, based on the features of the iris, as well as gaze direction. The
image presented was dark apart from 2000 white dots (limited lifetime to
reduce afterimages, 120/s replaced) in a circular patch of diameter 15°.
The patch could be rotated sinusoidally about its center, at a rate and
phase that matched the sinusoidal percept induced by GVS. The phase
differed from the GVS waveform by 90° to account for the integration of
acceleration to speed seen in vestibular responses at 1 Hz (e.g., Fernandez
and Goldberg, 1971). The magnitude of rotation could be varied. It was
found that if the magnitude was appropriate, the sensation of visual roll
induced by GVS could be nulled so that the dot patch appeared static (see
Pre-scan calibrations). During periods with no GVS, the dot patch re-
mained present but was stationary. The dot patch contained a central
fixation point that changed randomly among five possible colors at 2 Hz.
Participants engaged in a color counting task that encouraged good fix-
ation and maintained attention in a constant state.

Pre-scan calibrations. Before the main experimental runs, each partic-
ipant performed two short procedures in the scanner to obtain session-

tailored calibration values for the fMRI experiment. These values vary
across individuals and sessions so it was important to obtain measures in
the same session as the scan. First, a psychophysical nulling calibration
determined Rscreen_null, the extent to which the dot patch had to rotate to
null the perception of roll motion (Rperc) created by GVS. Participants
fixated the central target and received 1 s of GVS. They then pressed one
of two buttons to indicate whether they perceived clockwise (CW) or
anticlockwise (ACW) rotation of the visual stimulus. Image rotation was
then varied over trials with a Best-PEST staircase procedure (Lieberman
and Pentland, 1982) to find the best value of Rscreen_null. This value was
then tested, by giving the participant several 16 s GVS stimulations
to induce CW Rperc, at the same time rotating the dot patch ACW by
Rscreen_null. We were satisfied that an adequate null had been achieved if
participants could not perceive motion or could not follow the direction
of motion. The measured value of Rscreen_null was then used in the Nulled
condition of the fMRI experiment (see Conditions) for that participant.
It was found that on average the dot patch had to rotate sinusoidally
�1.71° (SD � 0.51, min � 0.75, max � 2.65) to cancel the percept of
motion induced by the GVS.

Figure 1. Quantitative example to illustrate stimulus construction. Positive values represent CW movement, negative values
ACW. a, GVS induces a CW vestibular head roll percept of say 2.5° (Rvest � 2.5). VOR acts to stabilize the image: when the vestibular
system signals CW head roll, which normally causes ACW retinal motion, the eyes rotate ACW giving compensatory CW retinal
motion, say 0.5° (Rret_vor � 0.5), which signals ACW head roll of �0.5° (Rhead_vor ��0.5), reducing the roll percept to 2.0° (Rperc

� 2.0). Note that real CW head motion would make the retinal image rotate ACW on the retina but in the case of GVS, the retinal
image is static (ignoring VOR), so you think the world (image) must be rotating CW. b, To cancel such a perceived rotation (Nulled
condition), the dot patch must be rotated in the opposite direction (Rscreen_null ��2.0). This results in a nulled perceived roll (Rperc

� 0) and a retinal image rotation (Rret_null) of �1.5°, the sum of Rscreen_null and Rret_vor. c, In the Control condition, retinal motion
is required that is equal and opposite to the Nulled condition (Rret_ctrl � 1.5). The screen motion required to achieve this in the
presence of VOR (Rret_vor � 0.5) is 1° (Rscreen_ctrl � 1.0).
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Second, GVS was administered in blocks of 16 s (6 blocks separated by
8 s rest blocks) while cyclotorsional eye position was tracked, to measure
Rvor. Rvor is always in the opposite direction to Rperc, the purpose of VOR
being to compensate for head motion. Participants fixated and passively
viewed the static dot patch. They were presented with 12 blocks (16 s) of
GVS and torsional eye traces were recorded. At the end of the calibration,
the eye data were smoothed and the amplitude of cycles 4 –12 was ex-
tracted and averaged across cycles and blocks. This was �0.43° on aver-
age (SD � 0.14, min � 0.16, max � 0.62; this low VOR gain is typical of
previous studies). The participant-specific value measured was used to
adjust the retinal speed of the Control condition (see Conditions) so as to
match that of the Nulled condition i.e., to compensate for the effect of
Rvor on retinal motion.

Conditions. Using the parameters obtained immediately before scan-
ning, GVS was applied together with visual rotation of a magnitude and
direction that either cancelled the percept induced by GVS (Nulled con-
dition) or had the opposite phase, effectively summing the retinal and
vestibular effects (Control condition). The measured Rvor parameter was
used to equate retinal speed across the two conditions. A small optoki-
netic reflex may also have occurred but this was ignored because it would
be the same in both conditions, the retinal speed being the same.

Figure 1 illustrates the two conditions quantitatively. The Nulled con-
dition emulates natural head roll, in which retinal motion is present (but
is not perceived as rotation of the visual world) and the visual and ves-
tibular cues are congruent. In the Control condition, GVS is the same but
retinal motion reverses direction, the motion is strongly perceived, and
the two cues are incongruent (opposite in direction).

Design. The fMRI experiment used a block design and consisted of
eight �5 min runs. Sixteen-second trial blocks were separated by 8 s rest
blocks and the two conditions were each presented six times per run. This
gave a total of 48 presentations per condition. fMRI data were collected
with a Siemens Trio 3-tesla scanner with either an eight-channel head
array coil for acquisition of a high-quality T1-weighted structural image
(modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform, MDEFT; Deichmann
et al., 2004) or a custom 8-channel posterior head coil (Stark Contrast)
for an in-session T1 image and the functional images. Functional images
were collected with 23 oblique slices (2.5 mm isotropic voxels) with an
echoplanar imaging sequence (TR � 2 s, TE � 33 ms).

Analysis. Both standard (univariate) analysis
and multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) were
used. Univariate analysis was performed with
BrainVoyager software (Goebel et al., 2006).
All functional data underwent preprocessing in
which images were corrected for slice timing
and for head motion. High pass temporal fil-
tering (cutoff 0.01 Hz) was used to remove
low-frequency drifts. Functional data were
coregistered to the MDEFT anatomy. Statisti-
cal contrasts were set up using the general lin-
ear model to fit each voxel time course with a
model derived by convolving a standard hemo-
dynamic response function with the stimulus
time series. Six additional regressors to model
head movements and a session regressor were
added.

ROI analysis. Various regions-of-interest
(ROIs) were defined in separate scans. hMST
was defined using a standard paradigm (Huk et
al., 2002) based on the presence of ipsilateral
responses. Alternately expanding and con-
tracting dot patterns (5° diameter; 13.5° eccen-
tricity) were presented separately in the left or
right visual hemifields. Sixteen-second stimu-
lus blocks were interleaved with blocks with
static dots. CSv and pVIP were defined using a
second localizer (Wall and Smith, 2008) that
consisted of two conditions presented for 15 s
each, separated by 15 s bocks with no stimulus.
In one condition, self-motion-compatible op-
tic flow simulating spiral motion of the ob-

server was presented. The second condition contained locally matched
dot motion but in a self-motion-incompatible 3 � 3 array of nine flow
patches. Contrasting activity for compatible versus incompatible flow
readily defined CSv. It also revealed a visually responsive region in the
vicinity of parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC; Cardin and Smith,
2010) that we refer to here as PIC (posterior insular cortex) in line with
previous studies. It is plausible that PIC is a homolog of macaque VPS
(Frank et al., 2014). In many cases, pVIP was also defined. We find that
pVIP is the most difficult region to define with this method because it
responds quite well to both stimuli and definition relies on a modest
degree of differential activity. In a few cases, pVIP could not be defined
reliably for this reason, and in some others the acquisition volume did
not extend sufficiently far dorsally. V1 was also localized, to provide a
control ROI which was not expected to distinguish congruent and oppo-
site vestibular–visual cues. V1 was defined using standard retinotopic
mapping procedures, with a wedge (24° segment with a radius of 12°)
rotating at 64 s/cycle.

In addition to these visually defined ROIs, a vestibular localizer was
used to determine independent regions that responded to GVS in dark-
ness. The GVS localizer used 2 s (2 cycles) of a 1 Hz sinusoid. Stimulation
was followed by a 2–10 s intertrial interval. A total of 160 trials were
presented across two runs. All light was excluded and participants were
also asked to close their eyes. Two ROIs were defined in this way. PIVC
was identified in all participants, in accord with several previous studies;
however, we refer here to the ROI defined in this way as PIVC/PIC
because it likely includes PIC as well as PIVC (see Discussion). Partial
overlap was often seen between (vestibular) PIVC/PIC and (visual) PIC
but PIC was on average slightly more posterior (Fig. 2), as is VPS in
macaques. The proportion of overlapping voxels was 15%. A vestibular
hMST ROI was also identified bilaterally that overlapped with visually
defined hMST but was typically less extensive, in accord with previous
work (Smith et al., 2012). The overlap was 38%.

To test whether populations of neurons could distinguish the two
cross-modal vestibular–visual cue combinations, the BOLD response in
the main experiment was extracted from all regions of interest and sub-
mitted to both univariate analysis as above, to reveal any differences in
response magnitude, and also to MVPA. MVPA was performed with a

Figure 2. Flattened cortical representations from two participants, S1 and S2, showing the ROIs examined. Each ROI is shown as
a color overlay (see key). V1, hMST, pVIP, CSv, and PIC defined by visual localizers are shown in addition to PIVC/PIC and hMST
defined with vestibular stimulation in darkness.
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MATLAB-implemented Library for Support
Vector Machines (LIBSVM; Chang and Lin,
2011). For each ROI, independently and re-
gardless of overlap between visual and vestibu-
lar estimates of hMST and PIC, the data were
pooled across participants to create a single
large sample and normalized across the two
conditions (Furlan et al., 2014 shows details of
the method). Decoding performance was mea-
sured as a function of the number of features
(voxels) included, which was incremented in
steps of 30. The features were selected ran-
domly. They were resampled and the analysis
repeated 5000 times at each increment. A
leave-one-out procedure was used to train a
support vector machine on seven runs and test
on the remaining run, resulting in eight perfor-
mances for each sample. To test whether the
classifier was performing above chance, the
analysis was re-run with random permutation
of trial labels. The 95 th percentile of the distri-
bution of 5000 results with different randomly
permuted labels was calculated to determine
whether correctly labeled classification analyses
were performing significantly above chance. The
mean of the distribution was used to estimate
chance performance (expected to be 50%).

Results
MVPA classification accuracies for decod-
ing Nulled versus Control within visually
defined hMST, pVIP, CSv, and PIC, and
vestibularly defined hMST and PIVC/
PIC, are displayed in Figure 3. Also in-
cluded is V1, a control visual region that
was not expected to distinguish between
Nulled and Control conditions. As the
two conditions were matched for retinal
speed and GVS magnitude, decoding suc-
cess is reliant on the presence of sensitivity
to the relative phase of the two signals,
perhaps in the form of independent pop-
ulations of neurons that respond to con-
gruent (Nulled condition) and opposite
(Control condition) head-roll cues.

Of the visually defined regions studied,
hMST, pVIP, and PIC all supported clas-
sification of the two stimulus combina-
tions, showing the expected increase in
decoding performance with the number of
features included (illustrated only for
hMST) and reaching statistical significance
for higher numbers of features. All three eas-
ily breached the 95th percentile of the per-
muted data. The two conditions could not
be significantly decoded in visually defined
CSv or in V1. Classification accuracy also
reached significance in the two ROIs de-
fined vestibularly, PIVC/PIC and hMST.

The univariate magnitude of the BOLD
response in each condition was extracted
from each ROI and is shown in Figure 4.
All regions examined showed broadly comparable responses in
the two conditions, mirroring the matched retinal stimulation
rather than reflecting the difference in perceived motion resulting

from the temporal phase in which the stimuli were combined.
There was an overall trend toward larger responses in the Nulled
condition (not significant by t test in any region). A possible
explanation of this difference, if real, is that retinal motion in the

Figure 3. a, MVPA classification accuracy for hMST, defined with a visual localizer, as a function of the number of features
included. Dashed portion of curve is extrapolated. b, Peak classification accuracy for all cortical regions examined, together with the
associated number of voxels in each case. Also shown are chance performance and the 95 th percentile from permutation testing
(mean across all regions).

Figure 4. Mean BOLD response amplitudes (normalized percentage signal change) for the Nulled and Control conditions in each
cortical region studied. Error bars show �1 SEM.
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Control condition was too weak. Analysis of VOR gain showed
that it was �10% lower, in both conditions, than during the
pre-scan calibration on which the correction was based, which
means that retinal motion in the Control condition was some-
what slower than intended.

Discussion
Using psychophysics, we were able to create, and present to a
static person lying in an MRI scanner, visual–vestibular cue com-
binations that were consistent with natural head rotation in the
roll axis (congruent visual–vestibular cues). We were able to
mimic the natural situation in which the head rolls, the retinal
image consequently rotates, but the world appears static i.e., ret-
inal image motion is suppressed. By reversing the direction of
retinal motion (to give opposite visual–vestibular cues) we could
create a situation in which the magnitude of retinal motion was
unchanged but was now strongly perceived because it summed
with, rather than nulling, the effect of GVS (Control condition).
When direction of rotation was alternated over time by means of
sinusoidal GVS accompanied by sinusoidal retinal motion, each
combination could be created in a continuous fashion and we
could switch between them by reversing the relative phase of the
two stimuli. The two conditions then contained identical retinal
motion and identical vestibular motion, and could be compared
directly with fMRI, free from the confound of absolute direction.
This allowed us to determine whether several key brain regions,
some of which may be homologues of cortical regions in nonhu-
man primates that have been shown to integrate visual and ves-
tibular cues, were sensitive to the difference between the two
combinations; i.e., to the relative phase in which the stimuli were
presented.

Univariate analysis of the fMRI data enabled us to ask, for each
cortical region examined, whether activity is determined by reti-
nal motion or by perceived motion. The two conditions elicited
similar BOLD responses in all areas studied (Fig. 4). Small differ-
ences may exist that we failed to detect but activity appears to be
broadly governed by retinal motion rather than perceived mo-
tion. If anything, activity was greater when no motion was visible
(Nulled condition).

In contrast, MVPA enabled us to distinguish the Nulled and
Control conditions in several cortical regions. First, hMST
(whether defined with a visual or vestibular localizer) displayed
significant prediction accuracy, indicating that it is sensitive to
the phase in which visual and vestibular stimuli were combined.
The most obvious interpretation, given the physiological litera-
ture, is that hMST contains some neurons that are selectively
responsive to congruent visual/vestibular cues and others that
prefer opposite cues, although other interpretations are possible
(e.g., a continuous rather than bipolar distribution of phase sen-
sitivities). If so, such neurons may act to strengthen perception of
heading and to identify and discount retinal motion that results
from head movements. The results incidentally provide further
support for the notion that hMST includes a subregion that is
homologous with macaque MSTd. The fact that MSTd is driven
more strongly by visual than vestibular input (Gu et al., 2006;
Takahashi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011b), and that the same is
true of hMST (Smith et al., 2012), is also consistent with this
interpretation.

Areas pVIP and PIC also showed sensitivity to the phase of the
visual and vestibular stimuli, suggesting that they too may con-
tain populations of neurons with congruent and opposite prefer-
ences. This is consistent with a possible homology with macaque
areas VIP and VPS respectively. However, considerable caution is

needed here. In the case of pVIP, the evidence for a functional
homology is considerably weaker than for hMST. Macaque VIP
responds to both visual and vestibular heading cues (Bremmer et
al., 2002) and is involved in the integration of vestibular–visual
information (Chen et al., 2011a). The fact that human pVIP is
also multisensory (Bremmer et al., 2001) fits well with the possi-
bility of a homology, as do the present results. However, the
human intraparietal sulcus (IPS) contains many more discrete
sensory regions than macaque IPS (Swisher et al., 2007) suggest-
ing a different, more evolved organization. This reduces the like-
lihood of direct functional equivalence. We use the acronym
pVIP because the area is the same as that referred to as human
VIP by Bremmer et al., 2001, not because we are confident of a
homology. Cells with congruent and opposite heading prefer-
ences have been found in VPS (Chen et al., 2011b), although with
a preponderance of oppositely tuned cells. PIVC/PIC defined
with GVS supports pattern classification. Macaque PIVC shows
little responsiveness to optic flow (Chen et al., 2010) but is prom-
inent in vestibular processing, and therefore may play a more
peripheral role in multimodal processing, perhaps by providing
vestibular signals to VPS. It is therefore likely that classification in
vestibular PIVC/PIC was supported by neurons in the hypothe-
sized PIC portion of this ROI. CSv did not show predictor accu-
racy above chance, and although this region has been found to
respond well to vestibular as well as visual stimuli (Smith et al.,
2012), our results provide no evidence to suggest that it is in-
volved in multisensory integration.

In conclusion, our fMRI results, together with the finding that
participants were unable to see retinal motion when it emulated
that which would be present in a typical head roll situation, sug-
gests that multisensory integration plays a large role in discount-
ing retinal motion that is irrelevant to interacting with the world
and provides important information concerning the locus of this
process in the human brain.
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